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9. INPUT/OUPTPUT   

This small simple chapter will talk about input and output.  

First of all, why do we need to do input and output? Haven’t we been working all this time without any explicit 
input and output operations? The answer is that we have been doing input and output only at the start and end 
of a procedure call. What if we wanted to stop in the middle and get a response from a user or present the user 
with information?  

9.1. Input 

There are several functions for input but right now, we need to look at three basic ones  

> (setf x (read)) 

(read)waits for the user to enter a symbol and returns the entered value. That’s all! In the above example, the 
value of x is set to whatever the user entered.  

> (setf x (read)) 
: 123 
⇒ 123 
 
> x 
⇒ 123 

The colon is used to indicate that the procedure waits for the user to input something at this point. What follows 
is the user’s response.  

(read-char) and (read-line) are similar. The former returns a single character and the latter returns a 
complete string until the end of line.  

9.2. Output 

There are some low level functions as well as specific powerful formatting functions available in lisp. We’re 
talking about console output here and the two most important functions used are (prin1) and (format).  

prin1 is a simple function which prints the given symbol in a format readable by read.  

> (prin1 "Asdf") 
"Asdf" 
⇒ "Asdf" 

A variation is (princ) which prints in human readable form.  

> (princ "asdf")  
asdf 
⇒ "asdf" 

Both these functions return the value they output.  
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format is a very powerful general purpose function. It comprises almost a complete programming language – a 
language very unlike Lisp!  

> (format t "hello world") 
hello world 
⇒ NIL 
 
> (format t "~&~a plus ~s is ~f" "two" "two" 4) 
two plus "two" is 4.0 
⇒ NIL 

Points to note:  
- t is used as first parameter to format to print to the terminal  
- ~& moves to a new line  
- ~a prints the argument as princ would  
- ~s prints the argument as prin1 would  
- ~f prints the number in floating point format  
- format always returns nil  

Can you figure out how this example works?  

>(let ((numbers '(1 2 3 4 5))) 
   (format t "~&~{~r~^ plus ~} is ~@r"  

     numbers (apply #'+ numbers))) 
one plus two plus three plus four plus five is XV 
⇒ NIL  

It’ll take some looking into the documentation of format to figure this one out.  

 


